February 28, 2007
Anchorage Alaska
Hotel Captain Cook
AEWC mini convention

Summary by Dave Forcucci 2/28/2007

Healy chief scientists present:  HLY0701- Ray Sambrotto, HLY0702 Lee Cooper, HLY0703 Larry Mayer.
Others: AICC chair Carin Ashjian and Dave Forcucci USCG science liaison

Alaska whaling villages were each represented by a commissioner and a whaling captain.  Gambell, Savoonga, Wales, Little Diomede, Kivalina, Point Hope, Wainwright, Barrow, Nuiqsut, and Kaktovik

Eugene Brower motioned to remove the oil companies from the agenda and suggested that instead hear from the village representatives.

Edward Itta- Mayor of North Slope Borough.  Alaska Bowhead quota is on the line this year at the IWC meeting.  Excited about plan to bring IWC scientists to Barrow for a visit.  He is spearheading a lawsuit against MMS over lease sale 202 which includes Barter Island to Barrow.  AEWC and NSB will be together on the lawsuit.  

Noaa's Bill Hogarth who is the newly elected US IWC commission was present along with Doug Demaster who will be the acting commissioner for the US at the IWC meeting.  Five Noaa support personal were present and John Field from the US State Department who is the alternate commissioner.

Russian Federation attendees included the Russian IWC commissioner, two whalers and three biologists.

There was break and then a fire alarm.  

Whaling conserns were voiced by the AEWC members:
 1) global warming and how it is affecting the whale migration, which is starting earlier than ever before, and whale hunt ice conditions.  Whale hunts are deteriorating.  
 2) Eugene Brower was concerned with the drilling platform off Barrow and the icebreakers needed to support it.
3) Need more info on the seismic operations of oil companies and how it could be affecting the whales.

Kaktovic has asked the oil companies to fly 10-15 miles inland at altitudes of 1,500- 2,000 feet with the helicopters to not disturb their caribou hunts and that drill ship support vessels, which can number 15 for one drill ship, stay 35 miles off-shore when whales are sighted so the whales can travel inshore.  

Dr. Bill Hogarth- US IWC commissioner.  59th IWC meeting will be held in this room in May 2007 with 500-600 people.  He and his group are working hard to ensure that any demonstrations at the meeting will remain peaceful and that the 5 Year quota for Alaska will be granted which he thought it would.  Five quotas will be reviewed at this years IWC.  

AEWC thanked Dr. Hogarth for his support.

Ice camp powerpoint was presented with presenters absent.

Healy science was summarized by the three Healy Chief scientists.  No tough questions from AEWC only from NSB biologist about how the Healy presence in the Bering would affect the Bowhead calving at that time of year.   Oil rep asked about noise footprint of Healy.

Craig George from NSB presented info about Bowhead tracking data using aerials identification using scars and dorsal markings and radio tagging.  Tracking data and DNA analysis indicate Russian and US populations are one stock.

Meeting continued with AEWC business. 






